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NOTE : The candidates are required to attempt two questions each

from section A and B Section c will be compulsory .

sl6T INIH.

SECTION-A

r(a) show that lo1 d* I:#av = t av liffia. " (3)

l(b)Writeanequivalentdoubleintegralwithorderofintegration

reversed torJf tffin dx dy. Hence evaluate the double integral' (3)

tl(a) By changing into polar co-ordinates' evaluate II @=7:Vdxdy

ouer the circle xz + xz I ax in tlrc postttue quardrant where a ) A' (3)

il(bi Find the a:.ee enclcsed brl the parabolas y2 -- 4ax and x2 = 4a!,c > 0' (3)

n7 .,,1T7 rt dz dy dx
lll(a) Evaluate Jo Jo J@T7@'

222

ur(b) show that the entire volume or solid (i)t * (#)t * A' -- t * ff' (3)

lVFindthecentreofgravityofarightcircularconeofbaseradiusrand

height h with uniform density unity'

SECTION.B

V(a) Let d and E b" t*o nom-zero vectors, then prove that d and 6 are perpendicular

if and onrv if la + Bl = la - E\ (3)

V(b)lfd,BanddarethreeVectorssuchthatdxi=d,ixd=d,showthat

thethreevectors d, i dare orthogonal in pairsand ldl = ldl,16l = t (3)

Vl(a) Find equation of plane passing through line of intersection of the planes

i.(t+j+rt)=6andf'(zt+3j+4fi)=-5andthepoint(1'l-'1)'(3)

vt(b)Find the equation of the line(vector and cartessian both) which is parallel

To the vector 2t - i+ 3[ and which 
l1rr., 

through the point (5,-2'-r.*_'l-

(3) 

\

(6)

\



-Y'=
Vll State and prove Green's Theorem in a plane.

Vlll(a) Verify Stoke's Theorem for F = yt + zj * xfi.,where S is the upper half

surface of the sphere x2 + yz -l 22 : 1 and C is its boundary.

Vlll(b) Apply Divergence theorem, to evaluate I{ n.i dS ouer the surf ace

of region boundedby x' * y' :4,2 = O and. z = 3

sEcTroN-c

lX(a) Evaluate // sin r(xz + yz)dx dy over the circle x2 + y2 < 7.

lX(b) Define Moments of lnertia of solid of mass M continuously distributed

with mass density p(x,y,z)throughout aregion 7 c R3

lX(c) Evaluate ![tQs * z)dxdydz ouerregion

V : {(x,y,z): x2 + y, + zz < L}

lx(d)Find the moment of inertia of a square region of unit density about

one of its sides, the side being 2a.

lX(e)Find the circulation of F = yi + zj + x[ round the curve C, where

C is the circle x2 * y' = 1, z = 0 in xy-plane.

lx(f) Find Find the vector equation of the line passing through the points

4(-1,0,2) and B(3,4,6)

lx(g) lf d. and6 are unit vectors, and g is angle between them, find ] ld. - [in terms of g.

lx(h) Detrne ttre flux of a vestor point functioa acrcss a surfuce.

(3)

(3)

\

\

5tfif uu (2x 8 = 16)

(5)


